
1st dam
ANN OF THE DANCE, by English Channel. 4 wins, 2 to 5, $198,332, CTT and Thoroughbred Owners of California H. (DMR, $56,760), 2nd Wasted Tears S. (GP, $20,000), 3rd Arlington-Washington Lassie S. [G3] (AP, $10,560), Mariah’s Storm S. (AP, $7,252), Ginger Brew S. (GP, $6,000). Sister to AL’S GAL. Dam of 1 other foal of racing age, a 3-year-old of 2019, which is unplaced in 2 starts in Canada.

2nd dam
DANS LA VILLE (CHI), by Winning. Winner at 3 in Chile. Sister to SANTONA (CHI). Dam of 10 foals to race, all winners, including:


3rd dam
SYRACUSE, by Sharp-Eyed Quillo. 2 wins in Chile. Dam of 5 winners, incl.--

SANTONA (CHI). Winner at 2 and 3 in Chile, champion grass mare, Las Oaks [G1], etc.; placed in N.A./U.S. Dam of 5 winners, including--


IMPEisible. 5 wins in Chile, Premio Juan S. Jackson [G2], etc.


4th dam
SEGESTA, by Straight Die. 2 wins in Chile. Sister to *STRONG, *STELITA II, Promulgada. Dam of 8 foals to race, 6 winners, including Spencer [G3]. G’dam of ISOLA PIU BELLA (CHI) (6 wins/11 starts, 100,780,000 pesos in Chile, horse of the year, champion filly, Premio Chilean St. Leger [G1], etc.; 3 wins, $316,900 in N.A./U.S., Sixty Sails H. [G3], etc., Total: $475,260), EL SOMBRA [G2] (sire), LA CROISETTE (CHI).

Breeders’ Cup nominated.

KTDF.